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About This Game

In London, 1729, before they had police, they had you: thief-takers, hunting criminals for cash! Fire a flintlock and sip gin in
the age of powdered wigs. Will you grow rich catching smugglers and highwaymen, show mercy, or become a crime boss

yourself?

Trials of the Thief-Taker is a 140,000-word interactive historical adventure novel by Joey Jones, where your choices control the
story. It's entirely text-based, without graphics or sound effects, and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

As a thief-taker, paid by the court or hired by the victims of crime to recover property and, for an extra price, bring the culprit
to justice, you'll stalk your prey across the misty commons and narrow rookeries of 18th-century London. Lead a gang of

unwashed ruffians (or stalk the streets alone) as you apprehend highwaymen on lonely roads, and root out crooks and
counterfeiters in inns and coffeehouses. Through cunning, force, or suspicious connections, you will find your mark.

You may strike a blow for justice, making a name for yourself and bringing good people to your cause. Or you can create the
crimes you intend to solve, stealing the goods you'll be paid to recover, bribing prison guards to let your associates go, building

your criminal empire while everyone lauds you as a hero.

Be quick or cautious, proper or disreputable, generous or mercenary...it's all in a day's work for a thief-taker.

Load your flintlock! There are thieves to take.
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 Play as male, female, or as a woman disguised as a man; gay or straight.

 Make your way through a world ruled by manners, harsh laws, and lurking treachery.

 Run an empire of crime or establish the first police force...or both at the same time!

 Capture, befriend, or romance corrupt officials, escape artists, courtiers, highwaymen, smugglers and grave-robbers.

 Immerse yourself in Georgian lingo: learn the difference between a cove and a swell, a blue pigeon and an ark ruffian.

 Play the high-stakes dice game Hazard in the gaming houses of Covent Garden.

 Make your way with your silver tongue, a good horse, your street smarts or with two fists flying.
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Nice shooter!

This is a game with a dynamic and quite addictive gameplay with nice graphics.You have one goal is to destroy the bugs-
mutants.

In survival mode you play alone. You are attacked by bugs in waves with increasing complexity. Consumables in the form of
turrets, mines and grenades will help you stay alive longer. With the help of a more powerful gun I think the pumping will go
faster. In multiplayer you shoot bugs and other players. The maps in the game are not large.

This game leaves a very positive impression.. Sims 3: Ten year old game, sold at full price with over-priced DLC, so about
\u00a3400 for the full experience. Don't bother, unless they mark the game down heavily.. I enjoy playing the game, closer to
the Top Spin 4, but wish it equaled or even surpass if possible. One major request is to finetune the sliding animation in clay
court. Its almost not present., and theres no skid marks on clay. I also dont like the formation or the legs of the female players.
They look not feminine, please review their formation comparing to top spin 4.. It's a very charming game with interesting and
diverse mechanics. One part puzzle game, one part platformer, the story manages to stay engaging throughout, even when the
time manipulation mechanics frustrate. The game is, however, surprisingly short; I finished it a little under 3 hours. Still, it's a
title worth picking up if you like the genre. Perhaps not for $10, but your mileage may vary.. Excellent fun. Good sound,
interesting art, humor, romance, and, of course, GHOSTS!

Very fun interlude.. A Windows 98 version of Ultimate Alliance. Goes on sale for 99 cents a lot. Get it and kick some
Yeti\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665

This feels like if Marvels UA was made way earlier and with Ultra! Comic superheroes. It has a superhero and villain miniverse
with something I liked very very much; each character upon unlocking gives you a FMV backstory\/origin narrated and told as a
comic.
I never played this before buying it on steam so as a new player I need to say I like this game very much, you have replayabaility
with the mixture of new characters into teams.
The best way to describe movement and actions in this game is point and click strategy, select with mouse click to move to
location, select character click enemy to make character attack that enemy.
Every character has different multiple powers but some look re-used because of the graphical limitations, story makes up for
this. This is not a super hard game, it was made for anyone who likes comics, great for casual gamers not for hard as nails
tactical strategy players. If you liked Ultimate Alliance then this is a no brainer buy.

Multiplayer:
There is also a whole character customization page for multiplayer[m\/p] that will take you 1-2 hours building your
own custom character from scratch, adding powers buffs and negatives, voice and costume. I have not played any m\/p
yet, just the S\/P mode I did however make a godlike supervillain that then the game alerted me the character cannot be
played in m\/p cause he so buff. There is an added ceiling for powers on m\/p creation so you cannot make a god player
and godmode a m\/p game.

Cons
The reading could go faster and skippable scenes on repeat needs to be added- my only gripes

Post Notes
I enjoyed this game so much I snagged the first part on GOG, cause less bugs.
No game ending bugs or run issues to report as of this writing for this sequel.
. A solid experience considering it's pretty early in developement. There's certainly a steep learning curve at first
(reminiscent of the time a friend let me have a go on his Suzuki Bandit when I had been riding a 100cc Super Dream)
but don't let that put you off, it's great fun.
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Note for the devs......

 It needs a bit of work on the Engine Sound in my opinion. I'm finding it rather hard to get the gear changes right as
the top end doesn't seem quite right. After the gear change the sound seems to wollow for a little too long but could
have be that I'm mstill changing to early. And the gear change itself could do with an audible click in my opinion, it
would give a bit of reassurance that you hit it. :D I know I know.... I'm so demanding :P Anyways, keep up the good
work!
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Not a bad little puzzle game, fairly easy starting out till you get the hang of it, then really starts to get crazy.

Click the black brick to make it vanish and figure out what combonation of explosions and brick falls will make that ball glide
ever so sweetly across the goal line.

Simple, tricky, and explosions, football for my blokes out there, kind-of.

67 levels and counting, pick it up on sale, it's a good pass time and can definately keep you occupied.. I really like this game and
all the different outcomes. Pretty fun.. I got this when I first got Jurassic World Evolution, and this is what I think of this pack:

Basically, all this includes is 5 dinosaurs and their respective dig sites. Here's the rundown:

-Archaeornithomimus: This is personally my least favorite ornithomimid in the game, at least in terms of physical appearances
go. The colors for it's basic skin aren't great, and while it's others are better, it's probably my least favorite dinosaur in the pack.

-Crichtonsaurus: Another picky ankylosaur that can only live in exhibits with a few other dinosaurs. It's a clever choice,
however, because it's named after Michael Crichton, the author of the original Jurassic Park novel and The Lost World. The
skins are meh, but I like it better than the Archaeornithomimus.

Majungosaurus: Now we're getting into the better dinosaurs. The Majungosaurus has some nice spikes all over it's body, and it's
the only dinosaur in the game so far that can be found in Madagascar. My favorite skin for this dinosaur is the Jungle pattern,
and I find it far better than any of the Crichtonsaurus's.

Styracosaurus: Aside from the famous Triceratops, this is probably my favorite ceratopsid in the game. It's nose horn is nice and
long, and it sports some impressive frill spikes. It's skins are decent, and it's a cool-looking dinosaur.

Suchomimus: BY FAR, the best dinosaur in this pack. This dinosaur very likely has the best basic skin in the game, with yellow
and faded blue patterning. It's skins are fantastic, and I highly recommend the Jungle and Woodland patterns. It's an awesome,
unique-looking dinosaur, and I enjoy it.

Overall: I don't consider any of the dinosaurs in this bad, but some are definitely better than others. The Suchomimus is for sure
the best in this pack, and I think that you should get it. For about $2.2 a dinosaur, I think it's worth it.. I know its the Alpha, but
ran out of questions pretty quickly, and none of them were all that difficult. Also, lots and lots of typos and poor grammar. Wait
to get this thing or pick a better trivia game.. pay to get nice champs early, if not u must do with others and after u can

thanks all for explanation. Its simple. But it has great arts and patterns in the book and if you play meadow you get 1 skin for
each animal! Its quite cheap for what you get and shelter has some of the cutest art I have ever seen.. An amazing game
considering it's download size.
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